Benefits of Working for the LRC

The LRC serves over 4,000 students every semester, with a cohort of 150-175 tutors and SI leaders. No other position on campus allows you to reach as many students and create the same amount of positive impact.

- One of the highest paid positions on campus – with raises every semester!
- Get paid to help your peers, get paid to be a student role model.
- Hourly wage goes up every semester a SI leader or tutor is invited back to the LRC.
- Paid for all training and professional development at the LRC.
- Tutoring Cohort Trainings
  - If you are part of the tutoring cohort - after completion of LRC paid trainings, you are certified nationally and internationally as College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) Master Tutor.
- SI Cohort
  - SI is a national and international program.
  - SI leaders are paid to attend class, connect with faculty and paid prep time to develop their sessions.
- Trainings provided by the LRC focuses on active learning, pedagogy, and metacognition.
  - LRC trainers are all educators
  - Learn the science behind teaching and content creation.
- Move on as part of team LRC
  - LRC alum matriculate into prestigious graduate programs, Medical Schools, and Teach for America programs.
- Develop your public speaking skills.
- Opportunity to network and connect with other tutors, SI leaders, and faculty.